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Abstract 

The main objective of this report is to discover whether haptic data have an effect on the retention of a 

directive to choose a place scattered on a 2D plane. The necessity for a feasible workshop for the cell 

manufacturing line in plant assembly led to the idea. We created an organized viscuo-haptic training 

model that covered a grown-up arm’s workstation and used three different Ways to change the extent 

of preparation of perception data that delivered to the trainees. Graphical presentation with 

endorsement and graphical presentation with haptic guiding were the techniques used. We made a 

rough assessment of the three techniques’ preparation abilities. In terms of the number of repeated 

trails, it’s important to keep the request for two-dimensional sequenced options with subjective 

evaluation. The approach for graphical showcase with order provides the best demonstration, however 

the technique for visual display delivers quality demonstration. 

 

Keywords: Computer Graphics,  3D Graphics and Realism, Virtual Reality, Demonstration and 

Material Gateway,  Sensorial input and O/I, Client Experience, Information Interface. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Cellular production has been the finest technique for constructing lines in assembly plants during the 

last thirty years, a method for tending to the failures of conventional bundle producing processes. [22, 

20].Components within modular built-up through same handling procedure has been recognized as well 

as assembled, and a group of skilful team creates them called a unit work. Contrasted with the bunch 

creation line, a well-planned cell manufacturing line can further develop group interaction, flexibility 

of the team to different jobs, and a group inspiration for success, therefore expanding the adaptability 

and adequacy of assembling very much [9]. The main drawback is the need of skilful team members 

with multitasking ability, which requires a viable means to up skill the hands of workers [19, 1].  

 
In this training, the first inspiration was to create a productive framework for unit production line 

team members for LCD screens. In this stage, the team's initial task includes various successive 
activities for affixing screws and connecting Labels in precise locations on a TV's vast level back board. 
Specially, in co-working activities have to follow a predefined request that the specialists need to 
remember before the manufacturing. This errand can be abstracted and summed up to learning an order 

to choose objective positions dispersed on a 2D 
plane, specifically an assignment of two-
dimensional consecutive selections. 
 

A preparation framework for such a mental aide 
job should give a viable strategy to assist 
individuals assemble an enduring remembrance of 
the spatiotemporal connection among selected sites. 
Giving graphical plus audio info has been a 
conventional approach for constructing a memory 
on spatiotemporal links.so, we are going into using 
another info route, the Sensation channel, for the 2D 
successive choice mission in this training. A 
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successful methodology can be done by performing these actions during learning, or self-performed 
tasks; simple acting sentences like knock a door, break a stick are reviewed better. At the point when 
we play out the activities by self than when we essentially hear or peruse the activity sketch or notice 
different people playing out the activities [3, 4].  
 

Grasp the authorization impact's specific tools are an a persistent problem in recent studies [6, 10, 

12]. Moreover, assuming the institution impact is favorable for a certain task generally relies upon the 

qualities of data encoded for the undertaking, and the association between the authorization impact and 

the errand has not been obviously recognized [16, 24, 11]. So, one of the objectives of this training has 

been to examine whether remembering the arrangements of two dimensional choices can profit from 

the institution impact. One more methodology for giving haptic info is dynamic haptic direction 

utilizing a haptic connection point. A student actual development in a precise or programmable way can 

uphold by haptic direction also, may help the institution impact alongside decreased exhaustion. Rather 

dynamic haptic direction might make the learner to develop propensity to rely upon the direction signs 

and less focus on the preparation, upsetting the order impact. 

 

In the works, a large portion of training for haptic bearing connected with engine learning and as well 

as those that evaluated the influence of haptic heading upon mental aide job has been very interesting. 

Besides, despite the fact that a couple of studies showed a few beneficial outcomes of fitting haptic 

direction in the working time (e.g., [8, 18, 23]), A lot of previous research hasn't clearly revealed the 

benefits of dynamic haptic direction, especially when it comes to memory. [14, 13]. Hence, we consider 

how dynamic sensory direction may help to learn more quickly of two dimensional choice plans as a 

second theory in the current review.  

 

By going so, we will provide the strategy and results of an investigation on the impacts of establishment 

and somatosensory training on the formation of a two-dimensional memory of a sequence of conclusions, 

with understanding just with graphical info as a measure condition. In the primary stage of learning, we 

concentrate on working of the functioning remembrance instead of that of the persistent recognition, that’s 

because the functioning remembrance piecing overshadows the persistent memory [5]. 

 

In this module, a big controller type haptic point of interaction was joined with a huge LCD graphical 

array to cover the entire arm work area engaged with the work, understanding an assembled visuo-

haptic preparation framework, impacts of the sensation data testing, we looked at the learning 

exhibitions of three preparation strategies: visual showcase with institution, visual display with haptic 

direction and visual presentation just, a trainee working abilities were measured in terms of repetitions 

expected for remembering. 

 

 
Figure 1. A method for visual-haptic training. 
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TRAINING SYSTM FOR VISIO HEPTIC 

This segment will present a framework worked for the preparation of the two dimensional 

consecutive selection mission. 

 

Structural Summary 

This exercise framework comprises of a graphical presentation, a haptic connection point, also, two 

PCs for controlling every gadget. The two PCs send and get the signal and power data through user 

datagram protocol to give visual and haptic input. Figure 1 shows an image of the exercise framework. 

A 96.5cm LCD TV (1366 × 1024 pixels; LG Electronics, is utilized to create this presentation, to cover 

a level plane of a sentient arm’s working area, this LCD display is big enough, and we utilize the Barrett 

Technology’s 4-(DOF) degrees of freedom (WAM)Whole arm manipulator for the haptic interaction 

point. 

 

The whole arm manipulator has a spherical workspace that is roughly one meter in diameter and is 

approximate to a person's arm. The most extreme power result of a manipulator arm is greater than 38 

N (the value depends on the arm arrangement), and sufficient to counteract the power delivered by a 

learner's arm. [25]. he installed display  in a work area like casing 138 width & 86 height width 86 D 

centimeters and is constructed of 10 centimeter aluminum radiates. The manipulator arm is additionally 

set aside of the edge. This casing comprises around 138 kg in total and provides a strong automated 

base to sensory support. 

 
Training Methods 

The errand of two dimensional successive choice is carried out in our prepared framework in such a 

way. Every chosen object's point is defined by its x and y coordinates on the level surface. The object 

is placed on display screen as hued go round with a span of one centimeter. This object selection pattern 

is determined by a graphical server. The object positions are dispersed inside a square shape of 82 × 42 

centimeter over display screen thinking about easily accessible work area of human arm which range is 

about 62 centimeters. 

 

There are 3 preparation techniques that involved in this review. The main technique gives data about 

object positions and their determination request just through the graphical channel (visual presentation 

just; signified by V) .this exercise cycle is demonstrated through shifting the tints of rings addressing 

to objective positions. The objectives chose prior are milky shaded, the ongoing objective presented in 

pink, and the leftover objects are in charcoal shade, at each order, the team members recall the request 

for object changes upon watches the scene. To continue to the following objective placement, that 

member hits a button on the Display Screens bottom left edge. (Presented in figure 1).  

 

Another technique remembers self-doing activities for expansion to the visual data (visual 

presentation with authorization). In this experiment, the participant gets a handle on the WAM end 

effector and effectively moves it to the ongoing objective situation while checking the graphical 

scenario. By placing an end effector, an item is chosen at the objective area inside a foreordained edge 

(= a 3 Width × 6 Height × 3 D centimeter block). To protect the graphical showcase at 6 cm height from 

presentation, a sensory digital divider is given. The location of the ending effector is projected on to 

Display screen & showed as a greenish ring to aid with target determination. 

 

When the end effector is 6 centimeter up from the visual showcase, the span of a ring is one 

centimeter, & it is directly reduced to 0.5 centimeter whenever the ending sensor is 46 cm up to produce 

a gap sign. At the ending strategy, the haptic connection point gives dynamic direction powers towards 

the objective position along with the visual data. The end effector is associated with the objective 

situation via a digital springtime with a firmness of 0.30 N/mm for the haptic direction. Regarding 

security, the peak direction power is restricted to 15-N. Moreover, the greatest power variation speed is 

controlled to Fifty N/s in order to balance out the power irregularity that happens when moving to the 
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next object point. The distinction among work techniques utilizing authorization & sensory direction is 

that which is in sensory direction. The sensory connection point gives powers coordinating to the object 

point, yet no such powers exist in the institution strategy.  

 

The haptic direction permits simpler developments of the whole arm manipulation and this will 

engage participants to focus on request remembrance of goal determinations, instead of devoting 

significant attentional resources on locating the ending effector. Then again, it is likewise probable that 

the haptic direction can make the member less engaged to the entire undertaking, debilitating the 

beneficial outcomes of the sensation data. We already discussed that no broad arrangements exist on 

this issue in the linked work. When we study the motor learning framework, the establishment strategy 

can be considered as innate input, though the dynamic haptic direction as persistent compatible 

increased criticism. Exploring the exhibitions of the two highly reaction strategies is the second 

objective of this paper.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This part of work will present the plan of an analysis performed to explore the exhibitions     of the 

three preparation techniques for the two dimensional successive choice errand. The preparation 

framework presented in Section 2 was utilized in the trial. 

 

Details of Participants 

All 36 paid fit members (20-24 years of age with a mode of 21.56; all boys) took part in the analysis. 

The team members were in bachelor or graduate understudies selected at the Author’s’ college. To limit 

member changes, we well-ordered the members' age, orientation, and schooling level. These elements 

fundamentally influence the human memory execution [26]. Those members who participates were 

unpracticed clients of this sort of a preparation framework. 
 

Experimental Setup 

We take into consideration two free factors: task problem and preparing strategy. The task   problem 

had two stages. The undertaking trouble had two levels: simple assignment (S) for maintaining 7 

objective placements & difficult errand (D) for fourteen objective positions. Joined using all 3 

preparation techniques, Table 1 shows the descriptions of six exploratory situations. 

 

Table 1. Shows the experimental setup. 
Conditioning Method The Task's Complexity 

Easy (E) Difficult (D) 

Visual Display Only (V) E+V D+V 

Visual display with enactment(VE) E+VE D+VE 

Visual display with haptic guidance(VG) E+VG D+VG 

 

I used an interclass strategy so each preparation strategy was supposed to bring about an alternate 

measure of advancing across training paths. To conduct this exercise, 6 members out of 36 members 

were arbitrarily allocated to each condition, bringing about 6 member band together. 

 

Procedures 

This bout has twenty pathways, and each path was dedicated to understanding a sequence of objective 

choice. Every path had the two period of preparation and review. In this session, the sequence of 

grouping of target positions was introduced to the member with one of the three preparation techniques 

doled out to the team member. In the ensuing review stage, the member was approached to replicate the 

arrangement by adjusting the Manipulator Arm's end-effector using its right hand. Assuming that the 

member neglected to replicate the succession, the path moved reverse, or the preparation stage was 

repeated. In any case, the trail finished, and the member continued to the following path. The number 

of replications was counted to finish the trails as a quantifiable fraction of preparing execution in every 

path. In the wake of finishing the trial, the member finished up a subjective survey for the usability, 
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learnability, inclination, effortlessness, instinct, amusing, and trouble of the preparation technique, all 

in a seven similarly dispersed on a psychometric scale. 

 

The arrangement of twenty choice groups utilized for every trouble level was ready as follows. 

Preceding the fundamental examination, forty selection successions were arbitrarily produced. In a start 

explore utilizing one more three members and the preparation technique for visual show just, we chose 

twenty arrangements that brought about the normal number of redundancies somewhere in the range of 

25 and 75 percentiles. This methodology permitted us to avoid very simple or troublesome groupings 

in the key research.  

 

Prior to starting the primary meeting, the member had an instructional course about fifteen minutes 

to get comfortable with the preparation framework. The session lasts 25-45 minutes during simple task 

parameters and 120 minutes for difficult task demands. Each member's show request of the chosen 

successions was varied. No hear-able data was given during the investigation. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The exploratory outcomes for the quantity of reiterations expected to finish preparing are summed 

up and Figure 2 illustrates each experimental scenario. At the point when the assignment was simple, 

the three preparation strategies brought about the comparable quantities of reiterations. The means for 

the preparing techniques for visual showcase just (V), visual presentation with performing(VP), and 

graphical showcase with s direction (VG) were 1.51, 1.59, and 1.45., individually. At the point when 

the errand was hard (H), the strategy VP shown the best performance (mean = 2.98), then, at that point, 

the strategy V (mean = 3.92), and the technique VG demonstrated absolutely horrible execution (mean 

= 4.73). 

 

We used two-way ANOVA to examine the statistical significance of the 2 different variables. 

Initially, the number of cycles was statistically significant for task difficulty (F(1,30) = 134.62, p 0.001). 

That’s to be assumed, given that the number of targeted areas in the simple job areas was close in terms 

of operational capacity (usually seventy two items [15]), whereas the number of target places in the 

tough challenge circumstances were double. Additionally, the number of rounds was largely affected 

by the learning framework (F(2,30) = 5.17, p = 0.012).  

 

 
Figure 2. Shows the average number of repetitions needed to master a skill. Standard errors are 

depicted by the error bars. 
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Figure 3. Subjective questionnaire average ratings. Standard errors are depicted by the error bars. 

 

Finally, there was a statically meaningful interaction between the two components (F(2,30) = 7.17, p 

= 0.003). We performed the simple effect analysis to find that the training approach had no significant 

variation in the easy task (F(2,17) = 0.32, p = 0.730), but it did in the tough task (F(2,17) = 4.14, p = 

0.034). However, the VE group had fewer repetitions than the V group (F(1,30) = 7.03, p = 0.0127), 

while the VG group had more (F(1,30) = 5.27, p = 0.0288) for the tough task. The conclusion indicates 

that, when the number of targets was rather big, the training technique VE was more successful for 

recalling the selection sequence of two dimensional targets, but the approach VG decreased 

performance. The execution effect was not detected movements  in a five to ten prioritized working 

memory task in a research by Helstrup [11]. This is reliable with our findings from the simple task 

conditions, which comprised 7 actions orders. The enacting effect, on the other hand, was noticeable in 

challenging task situations when the number of moves to learn was significantly more than working 

memory capacity. 

 

This finding is consistent with the idea that information processing is intimately linked to execution 

[3], and it shows that the haptic information supplied by enactment may boost mnemonic performance 

outcomes. When the task was tough, the active kinesthetic coaching wiped out the favorable effect of 

enactment and even decreased learning ability to the point where it is worse than the visual only case. 

Haptic assistance may cause the learner to lose interest in learning [7]. Furthermore, it is widely 

acknowledged that continual constant input can decrease cognitive developing ability [21]. . In our 

research, it appears that haptic coaching reduced participants’ attention to the remembering exercise, 

particularly interfere with the process of sensory input for memory encoding. As an outcome, for a high 

number of responses, haptic direction proved harmful to recollection of decision making sequence. 

However, we are hesitant to make a firm conclusion even though it is feasible that effectively kinesthetic 

guiding techniques might increase learning ability. Passive haptic guidance, which needs several self-

executed tasks [2, 17], may be a potential for improved haptic guidance. 

 

Figure 3 shows the results of the subjective assessment for the three training techniques. Except for 

the difficulty of training, all questions in the survey had similar mean values independent of the training 

techniques. Learnability, intuitiveness, and enjoyment were all significantly higher than the neutral 

score (= 4) on the psychometric scale, indicating that the members experienced the learning process and 

techniques to be simple and entertaining. The scores for convenience of use, choice, and freshness, on 

the other hand, were close to neutral score. The participant group’s favored method of memory is a 
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feasible explanation for this outcome. All of the individuals were undergraduate or graduate students 

who had memorized with paper and pencil before. The technique VG was rated as the most challenging 

by the participants, which corresponded to the quantitative data given before. We used two-way 

ANOVA to examine the predictive value of the above findings, however due to the limited number of 

members, no significant factor impact was observed (6 per each group). 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

We explored the impact of haptic information on learning 2-dimensional position selection sequences 

in this research, which was driven by the requirement for an effective cell production line learning 

program. We performed a user experiment with two degrees of task complexity and various training 

approaches that gave equal sensory information but varied haptic information after creating a collocated 

visuo-haptic training model. The importance of visual data was outshining when the task was simple 

and comparable to memory tasks, and the 3 training strategies performed equivalent. When the task 

grew considerably more difficult, the role of enactment in accelerating learning became obvious, but 

active haptic guiding resulted in a performance decline. Furthermore, the participants said the training 

method was simple to understand and use. We aim to investigate the implications of the training 

techniques on long-term memory performance in the future, as well as the effects of various haptic 

guiding algorithms. 
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